A Sneaky Backdoor In to Google
FAST With Free Press Releases!
Plus an ‘extra’ SEO (Search engine
optimization) Resource below.
A Niche News Journal publication - For updates on
other hidden, little niche ideas! Visit:
http://nichejournal.com
Do you have a product, website or something that
you want to get blasted out on the Internet FAST?
It can be done and it’s easier than you think ;-)
You can get TOP placements at Google in recordbreaking time instead of having to wait weeks on
end.
I know this because I’ve proved it and I am going
to show you a real quick, recent example of it in
action below…
This is really sneaky stuff… prepare to be shocked!

Here is an example of recent Press release I did with
“Soap Making Secrets” which was actually a mistake
on my part.
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I originally wanted to make the main keyword
“Soap Making” instead of “Soap Making Secrets”
because soap making had over 22,000 searches
the previous month…

But I left it alone and wanted to see what it would
do. I certainly never thought I would get the TOP
spot at Google (see below)

Top spot at
Google for
“Soap making
Secrets”

Do you see the power in this! This one method alone
could bring boatloads of exposure! You need to know
a few key factors though when writing your press
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release… and that’s using your keyword term that
you want to target in the appropriate places! Here’s
an example below of the above press release:
Here’s the exact press release above as it is seen
when you click the link at Google

The keyword you see underlined above “Soap Making
Secrets” like I said… should have been “Soap
Making” instead. This seems to make all the
difference in the press release by having the
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keyword you want to target in the order shown
below:
When you write a free press release at PR-WEB you
have a “Headline Section” a “Summary Section” and
a “Body Section”
The headline:
Breakthrough Soap Making Secrets
The Summary:
Dave Cushion says: "These are Soap Making
Secrets most soap makers never discover" In his
breakthrough new book made just for people who
love making their own soap... or want to learn how
to.
The Body:
It's not like any of those generic books you find at
the bookstores. Ones with pretty pictures but little in
the way of detailed instructions." says Dave C
It's like having your own soap making coach show
you not only the basics of soap making, but also all
the insider tricks, tips and techniques that the
experts use to make advanced, hand-crafted soaps.
Based on years of research Dave doesn't leave the
reader hanging.
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"Learning how to make soap is not brain surgery"
Cushion explains. "That's why I wrote Soap Making
Made Simple"
Until now, it would take you months of struggling to
learn how to make your own soap. This book really
DOES MAKE IT EASY. It's perfect for beginners and
even advanced soap makers.
Dave even shows all the tricks world-class soap
makers rely on to make their best soaps.
He also provides invaluable links to organizations,
books and the best places online to get additional
information.
More info on "soap making made simple" here:
http://nichejournal.com/soap_making
Now, you’ll notice that I didn’t use the keyword
Soap Making Secrets in the body of the press
release. Well, darn it! I left it out like a dummy – Oh
well, as I test this method out more thoroughly I will
be sure to include it next time. But I noticed that if
you include your target keyword in all three sections:
Headline, summary, and body… this is what seems to
get you top placements at Google for your press
release.
Once again, I am still in the testing stages and you
are more than welcome to use it yourself and see
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what you come up with. However, in order to get the
most out of this little secret I suggest you go to the
source I went to.
Here is another example of an ebook I promoted and
actually made some sales on using this same method

$89.36
This was an ebook about dog obedience training and
I’ve made a few more sales since in the months
following. It cost me nothing but a little bit of time
writing the press release and look what I ended up
with. It’s no less than AMAZING!
Once again, I am still in the testing stages and you
are more than welcome to use it yourself and see
what you come up with. However, in order to get the
most out of this little secret I suggest you go to the
source I went to.

A young Fella by the name of Costa Dedes
discovered this little treasure and has put together a
nicely done instructional report with videos too! I
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have spoken to Costa on the phone and he’s a great
guy and very helpful – I highly recommend his report
with confidence that you’re getting bang for your
buck! You can visit his website at this link below and
check out all the details.
http://nichejournal.com/costa.html
Also, here is the link to PR-WEB.
It’s very simple to set-up an account and the best
part is it’s free ;-)
This is the page you sign-up at:
https://secure.dataovation.com/prweb/login.php

*Extra Bonus Resource

After reading this report you’ll know more
about what it ‘REALLY’ takes to get your
website on the 1st page in the Search
Engines than 99% of those on the Net!

Click here and
download this amazing,
free report today.
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All my best
Netniche*net
(Scott Foster)
For updates and info on other hidden, little niche
ideas! Visit: http://nichejournal.com/
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